Shown here: Rona Masha, 14, a Cadette Girl Scout, gives an interview in traditional Marshallese attire to an Arkansas journalist at the Shiloh Museum of Ozark History in Springdale, Arkansas, 2016.
From 1946 to 1958, Bikini Atoll was the site of twenty-three nuclear tests by the United States.

The people of the atoll were relocated to neighboring islands, uprooting their way of life. Although testing ended over sixty years ago, the atoll remains radioactive and uninhabitable, and the Bikini diaspora live spread out across the Marshall Islands and the United States.

Documentary photographer Lawrence Sumulong spent several years documenting the Bikini community in Springdale, Arkansas, home to the largest population of Bikini descendants and Marshallese people in the U.S. Sumulong’s photographs take us into their daily lives, creating a portrait of a people trying to lead ordinary lives despite the horrific conditions they’ve endured for decades.

Sumulong, who is from the Philippines, printed the photographs on banana fiber paper. In this way, he connects his own heritage with the Marshallese experience by way of a crop native to both places.

An exhibit of Sumulong’s work, which won the 2021–2022 Collection Award from the Rubenstein Library’s Archive of Documentary Arts, is on display in the Rubenstein Library Photography Gallery through April 3, 2023.
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Current Exhibits

The Transformational History of Ar-Razzaq Islamic Center in Durham

Jerry and Bruce Chappell Family Gallery

**THROUGH DECEMBER 10, 2022**

Less than a mile from Duke’s campus, the Ar-Razzaq Islamic Center is the oldest mosque in North Carolina. This exhibit explores some of the dynamic and living history of Muslim African Americans in Durham and the important roles Ar-Razzaq has played over the years in our community.

Tobaccoland

Mary Duke Biddle Room

**THROUGH JANUARY 28, 2023**

From the initial unpopularity of cigarettes in the 1870s, to the relentless work of advertisers that lured in new smokers in the 1940s, to the rise of smoking bans across the country today, this exhibit discusses the American public’s perception of cigarette smoking over the past 120 years.

No Longer Can I Stay; It’s True: Photographs by Lawrence Sumulong

Rubenstein Library Photography Gallery

**THROUGH APRIL 3, 2023**

Photographer Lawrence Sumulong spent several years documenting the Bikini Atoll diaspora in Springdale, Arkansas, home to the largest population of Bikini descendants and Marshallese people in the U.S. From 1946 to 1958, Bikini Atoll was the site of twenty-three nuclear tests by the U.S., displacing the people of the atoll and uprooting their way of life.
Selections from the recently acquired collection of Dr. Paul Kligfield, a retired cardiologist from New York. For over forty years, Dr. Kligfield collected over 2,000 printed books ranging from the sixteenth to twentieth centuries, exploring how cardiology emerged as a field of study. The collection came to the Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library in 2019.

Point of Reckoning Selected as Common Experience Book

Each year, the Duke Common Experience Program selects a summer reading assignment for the incoming freshmen class, providing new students with the common ground of a shared intellectual experience.

For the Class of 2026, the committee selected *Point of Reckoning: The Fight for Racial Justice at Duke University* (Duke University Press, 2021), by Duke alumnus Theodore D. Segal T’77.

The book chronicles the contested fight for racial justice at Duke—which accepted its first black undergraduates in 1963—to tell both a local and national story about the challenges that historically white colleges and universities throughout the country continue to face. It offers a candid view of institutional resistance to social justice, and the way that determined activists dismantled that resistance. The book is available in print and also open access. Anyone can visit our website and read it online for free. Segal is a member of the Duke Library Advisory Board.
Printer’s Devil: Recommended Duke Reads

For nearly forty years, Bob Bliwise served as editor of *Duke Magazine*. He retired in 2021, but not before agreeing to tackle one final writing assignment.

*In The Pivot: One Pandemic, One University*—published this fall by Duke University Press—Bliwise details how Duke University shifted everything to meet the challenges of the pandemic head-on.

COVID-19 presented higher education with an unprecedented challenge. How could institutions continue the basic work of teaching and research while maintaining safe environments for their faculty, staff, and students? For the book, Bliwise interviewed people across Duke’s campus: from bus drivers and vaccine researchers to student activists, dining hall managers, and professors in areas from English to ecology. He explores the shift to teaching online and the reshaping of research programs; how surveillance testing and reconfiguring residence halls and dining sites helped limit the virus spread on campus; the efforts to promote student well-being and to sustain extracurricular programs; and what the surge in COVID-19 cases meant for the university health system.

Although the pandemic put remarkable pressures on the campus community, Bliwise demonstrates that it ultimately reaffirmed the importance of the campus experience in all its richness and complexity.

“We had all been sucked into the world that Zoom created for us, the professor told me. Something gained: the individual’s ability to build a crowded, Zoomified schedule and to meet the demands of that schedule. Something lost: showing up in shared spaces for shared experiences; even if it wasn’t ideally convenient, that’s what you do in an academic community. Or that’s what you did, prepandemic.”  

*Bob Bliwise*
Congrats to Our Student Research Prize Winners!

It’s true what they say. It really does pay to do your research.

Every year, we’re proud to recognize a few exceptional undergraduate and graduate students for exemplary library research. Each of our writing and research prizes comes with either $1,000 or $1,500 in cash—not a bad return for a few all-nighters in the library.

This year’s well-read worthies were celebrated at a special awards reception on October 14, coinciding with Duke Family Weekend. Congratulations to this year’s winners!

LOWELL APTMAN PRIZE – Recognizing excellence in undergraduate research using sources from the Libraries’ general collections

First/Second Year Winner: Laura Boyle for “Pop Prophet: King Princess’ Subversion of Dominant Desire” NOMINATED BY DR. MATTHEW VALNES

Third/Fourth Year Winner: Darren Janz for “Somlandela: Julius Malema and the Rise of a New South African Populism” NOMINATED BY DR. KARIN SHAPIRO

Honors Thesis Winner: Caroline Petronis for “Blurring Contagion in the Information Age: How COVID-19 Troubles the Boundaries of the Biomedical and Socioinformatic” NOMINATED BY DR. NIMA BASSIRI

CHESTER P. MIDDLESWORTH AWARD – Recognizing excellence of analysis, research, and writing in the use of primary sources and rare materials held by the Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library

Undergraduate Award: Adrianna DeLorenzo for “To What Extent Did British Prisoners of War During World War One Feel Ashamed as a Result of Captivity?” NOMINATED BY DR. KRISTEN NEUSCHEL

Graduate Award: Mariko Azuma for “The Lure towards Comfǒto: Japan’s Early Hotels of the 20th Century” NOMINATED BY DR. GENNIFER WEISENFELD

OLE R. HOLSTI PRIZE – Recognizing excellence in undergraduate research using primary sources for political science or public policy

Ana Herndon for “The Historical Merit of Ethnic Studies: A Study on the Importance of Diverse Higher Education on Social Change” NOMINATED BY DR. CECILIA MÁRQUEZ

RUDOLPH WILLIAM ROSATI CREATIVE WRITING AWARD – Recognizing outstanding undergraduate creative writing

Jocelyn Chin for “Waiting at the Well: Essays”

Thang Lian for “Kan i ton than lai (We will meet again): A Lai Mi Family Oral History”

Tina Xia for “Waiting to be seen”
Joseph A. Salem, Jr., joined Duke University on August 15 as the new Rita DiGiallonardo Holloway University Librarian and Vice Provost for Library Affairs.

A nationally recognized university librarian and information literacy expert, Salem comes to Duke from Michigan State University, where he served as Dean of Libraries since 2018. As his first year at Duke gets under way, Salem sat down with us to discuss his background, coming to Duke, his initial priorities as University Librarian, and his thoughts on librarianship and leadership.
Welcome to Duke! Tell us a little about what drew you to this role.

About five years ago, I was fortunate to spend a week at Duke as a member of the Association of Research Libraries Leadership Fellows Program. We visited three different universities in the U.S. and Canada as part of that program. I kind of fell in love with the campus and the libraries while I was here. It was the only university we visited where I kept thinking, “I would love to work here one day.” There are some universities where the libraries have to work hard to make a case for themselves. That’s not the situation at Duke. The libraries here are obviously held in high regard by the students, faculty, administration, and alumni. There’s a shared sense of their value as an asset and a point of pride for the institution. That obviously makes the University Librarian’s job easier. But it also tells you an awful lot about the overall values of the university community. So that was a big attraction. I’ve never worked at a private institution, and I didn’t take the transition lightly. If I were going to do it, I wanted it to be somewhere where the community felt as strongly about the value of libraries as I do.

During the search process, you spoke with a number of library stakeholders and learned more about initiatives currently underway here, such as the Lilly Library renovation, our anti-racism roadmap, efforts to support Duke’s expanding science and technology programs, and so on. Can you talk about what you’ve learned so far and how that has shaped your sense of your first priorities as University Librarian?

The Lilly Library renovation is obviously a significant priority for the next several years. Being part of such a large project that will benefit students and the entire campus is exciting for all of us. Another priority is to start asking ourselves what comes after Lilly. Over the last seventeen years under Deborah Jakubs’ leadership, the Duke Libraries have been focused on significant renovations and facilities projects, all highly successful. That’s not to say we won’t care about or still have those kinds of needs in the future. But there will necessarily be a kind of shift in our funding priorities, especially as Duke enters its next capital campaign. We need to engage new and diverse groups of library supporters and get as many people involved as possible in stewarding our future.

“I’m a very future-oriented person,” says Salem, “and I find that libraries are a wonderful way of building something for the future.”

Another thing I would point out is the strategic growth of unique collections in the Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library. Those collections are growing into significant points of pride for the university. What should our direction be going forward, in terms of what we acquire? And what is our digitization program for those collections? We already have a strong reputation for excellence and innovation in digitizing rare and unique collections, and for prioritizing open access and open content. Such incredible collections, combined with incredible technical expertise, are an exciting combination. Seeing where they take us next is a high priority for us.
“I can’t imagine there being any other approach to this job than being down on the field with everyone else, working as a team,” says Salem.

MSU facilities office, as well as the botanical gardens and the museum, which also border on that plaza. We got some funding to do a feasibility study to turn that area into an outdoor learning space, including a ramp to the library. And in the next capital campaign, that will be
a fundraising priority for four different campus units, which makes it very accomplishable. What worked well in that case was figuring out who your partners are and building a coalition to get things done.

On the smaller end of the spectrum, even seemingly little things like being attuned to other people’s perspectives can make a difference. For example, at Michigan State, we had the Cesar Chavez collection, and we wanted to create a study space around it for Latinx students. But when you looked at the space, there was a painting of Chavez on the wall, and right next to it were all these photos of past library directors—all of whom, for the most part, looked like me. It just felt so different from what we wanted for that space. So we removed those photos. It’s not that we were ashamed of our past. It’s just that those photos could be presented elsewhere or differently. As a result, the space felt more welcoming to our Latinx students, and it cost nothing.

Building strong relationships with student and faculty partners has been a big focus of your own career in libraries. What’s your approach to building partnerships across campus, and why is it so important?

It’s important because partnerships are what the university was designed for. That’s one of the reasons I’m so excited about Duke. It feels like a partnering environment. In a partnership, you have to be willing to make decisions together. Stakeholders advise each other. But when you invite people in as a true partner, you have to let them play a part in deciding on direction. That’s not comfortable for everyone. Some people don’t want to give up control of their idea or initiative.

The partnering approach lets us maximize what resources we have. But it also helps us maximize expertise. We have faculty experts all around us who understand the legal, disciplinary, and economic landscape we work in, just by nature of the work they do. It’s a lot easier to leverage their expertise than to hire someone or find a consultant.

Another by-product of bringing people in as your partner is that you end up with a wider network of people who understand what you’re doing as a library. Likewise, when you partner on their initiatives, they see the unique value of the library and the expertise we bring to bear. So there’s nothing but wins across the board when you can work that way.

What about the people who work here? How do you build a workplace culture that encourages collaboration and makes people feel valued?

A number of years ago, a colleague of mine used a baseball analogy to ask this same question. He essentially asked if I was a player-friendly manager, and I think that is a good way to sum to describe my approach. I can’t imagine there being any other approach to this job than being down on the field with everyone else, working as a team. The role I’m in is one of creating general direction and resourcing us in such a way that we’re able to do our

We need to engage new and diverse groups of library supporters and get as many people involved as possible in stewarding our future.”

JOE SALEM
work and advance our careers in the best way possible. I hope that as we all work together, our library colleagues find me to be collaborative and focused on their success and well-being as people. I find the best way to get work done is for it to be work you find valuable and fulfilling, and I want that for everyone who works here. You also have to establish a level of trust and be transparent about making decisions. With big organizations like ours, it’s a systems approach. You can make a well-intentioned decision about something happening over here, and it has an unexpected ripple effect way over there. So then you go back to those decisions and address any unintended consequences.

We have to create a level of trust where we can do that.

Can you back up and tell us what led you to pursue a career in libraries in the first place? How would you describe the challenges and rewards of doing what we do?

I’ve always loved libraries. I grew up in a suburb of Cleveland called Maple Heights, and we had a large and beautiful public library. When I was young, my mother got a job in that library. So we spent a lot of time there, and libraries were an interest of mine early on. But my original plan was not to go into librarianship. When I was in grad school at Kent State, I had a job in the library. But I was planning to pursue a Ph.D. in cultural theory, and I had started working toward that by earning a master’s in English. Then I became involved in a couple of national grant projects related to information literacy, and I was really enjoying the work. I realized that even though I still wanted to earn a Ph.D., I didn’t want to leave the library profession. So I changed my focus to evaluation and measurement, which tied in with the information literacy work I was passionate about.

I’m a very future-oriented person, and I find that libraries are a wonderful way of building something for the future. Obviously we play an important role in preserving the past. But the question is always to what end? In academic libraries, we do it for the benefit of future generations. We’re contributing to education, which by definition is focused on the future.

The challenges of our work are many of the same challenges that other industries and professions are dealing with. Workforce issues, stability issues, supply chain issues. Our values are also being challenged an awful lot, not so much in academic libraries but in public ones. Any challenge to our profession is a challenge to all of us. When you see books being banned,
calls for defunding public libraries, legislatures getting involved in what’s appropriate for libraries to collect and what’s not, those are anathema to us as a profession and we all have cause to resist and push back. Even if we’re not personally involved, even if our library is well supported by our community, we have reason to support those who are under attack.

Great libraries are one of the defining features of great universities. But we would be merely good without the generosity of many individuals who believe in our mission and want to support us. What are your thoughts on the importance of philanthropy to our work?

There are so many good things out there people can support with their philanthropic dollars. When they choose to support us, that’s a responsibility I don’t take lightly. Alumni and donors who give to the Duke Libraries usually do so either because they had a great experience at this university, or because they find that the work we’re doing aligns with their own personal values. That support is essential, and not just from a budgetary standpoint. Our alumni and donors have so much more to offer than just their financial support. There’s a high level of professional expertise among people who give to us—expertise in the digital domain, intellectual property law, publishing, and related areas that are important to a modern research library. There’s a lot of mutual benefit to figuring out how to leverage that expertise and what we can learn from them. All of that is to say, there are a lot of different ways to engage with and support the Libraries.

Obviously this library system has benefited tremendously from the generosity of many people who support our work. The upcoming renovation and expansion of Lilly Library is just the latest example of that. A project like that doesn’t happen without the sustained support of our alumni and friends, and it’s absolutely vital to our continued success. It has gotten us where we are now, and it has built the libraries that made me want to come here.
Books purchased for patrons who asked us to buy them: 750

Average price per print book: $55

Average price per e-book: $152 (AND WE DON'T GET TO KEEP THE E-BOOKS)

Find out more interesting facts and figures in the Duke University Libraries Annual Report »
Library Leadership Team Transitions

The past year has been a time of transition for the Duke University Libraries. Not only did we welcome a new University Librarian and Vice Provost for Library Affairs (see our conversation with Joe Salem on p. 10), but his appointment coincided with several retirements and departures in the Libraries’ senior leadership team.

In March, L. Blue Dean was appointed Associate University Librarian for Development following the retirement of Tom Hadzor, whose career at Duke spanned twenty-six years, including sixteen in the Libraries. A seasoned fundraiser with more than twenty years of experience in higher education and the nonprofit sector, including prior appointments at Duke, Dean serves as a member of the Libraries’ Executive Group and leads organizational efforts to sustain and expand philanthropic support for the Duke University Libraries.

In May, Emily Daly was named Interim Associate University Librarian for Research and Public Services, following the departure of Dave Hansen, who was named the new executive director of the non-profit organization Authors Alliance. Daly has worked at the Libraries for sixteen years, most recently as Interim Head of Research and Instructional Services and Head of the Assessment and User Experience Department. In her interim role, she provides leadership and oversight for Access and Delivery Services, the East Campus Libraries, International and Area Studies, the Humanities and Social Sciences Department, and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Department. A national search has been launched to find a permanent AUL for Research and Public Services.

In July, Jameca Dupree was named Interim Associate University Librarian for Administrative Services with the retirement of Ann Wolfe, who had served in that role since 2002. (Wolfe will continue to work for the Libraries in a special part-time capacity as Project Manager for the Lilly Library Renovation and Expansion.) Dupree has worked at Duke for twenty-one years, including seventeen at the Libraries, where she most recently served as Director of Business Services. In her interim role, she oversees Business Services, Facilities and Distribution Services, and the Library Service Center. A national search for the permanent AUL for Administrative Services is currently under way.

The other members of the Libraries’ Executive Group include Dracine Hodges, Associate University Librarian for Technical Services; Timothy M. McGeary, Associate University Librarian for Digital Strategies and Technology; and Naomi Nelson, Associate University Librarian and Director of the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library.
Libraries Receive Grant for Data Curation Training

Every year, more funders and scholarly journals require scientific researchers to share and archive their data. But in order for it to be useful to anyone else, data not only needs to be shared but properly organized and managed. In other words, it needs to be curated.

This is an area where the Duke University Libraries have some expertise. Several years ago, we launched the Duke Research Data Repository, an open access online platform for Duke researchers to deposit and share datasets, so that they are preserved and accessible for the long-term. And our Center for Data and Visualization Sciences provides support and instruction throughout the year on all aspects of data-driven research to faculty and researchers across the university. We also partner with other information professionals through the Data Curation Network to advance open scholarship.

Now that expertise has been recognized with a federal grant to help other libraries provide similar support to researchers at their own institutions. The $132,000 grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services will be used to further develop the Data Curation Network curriculum focusing on how to curate a wide range of research data, specifically for staffs in academic libraries and archives.

“This project will use a community-driven approach to generate new curation learning materials,” said Sophia. “By working together, we can build knowledge of practices and emerging trends and share that knowledge out with the broader community.

The ultimate goal is to enhance the quality of scientific data curated by libraries across the country, so that they can be reused by the global community of scientists to verify results and foster new discoveries.

Sophia Lafferty-Hess, Senior Research Data Management Consultant, is the principal investigator. In her day job here in the Libraries, Sophia teaches and consults with researchers at Duke on how to organize, document, preserve, and publish their research data. For the grant, she will be working with colleagues at Washington University in St. Louis, Princeton, the University of Minnesota, University of California-Santa Barbara, and the Association of Research Libraries to develop in-depth training modules on data curation—covering the basics as well as advanced topics.

IN MEMORIAM

Connie R. Dunlap 1924–2022

This summer, we received word of the passing of a former colleague and leader of this institution. Connie Robson Dunlap served as Duke’s University Librarian from 1975 to 1981 and had the distinction of being the first woman to occupy that post. At the time of her appointment, she was only one of three women in the U.S. to direct major research library systems, so both she and Duke were trailblazers in this regard.

During her time at Duke, Dunlap was instrumental in formalizing what would become the Triangle Research Libraries Network (TRLN), a consortium of the library systems at Duke, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina Central University, and North Carolina State University, dedicated to resource sharing, technological innovation, and cooperative collection development.

Dunlap died on April 23, 2022, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, at the age of 97. She was preceded in death by her husband of fifty years, Robert, who died in 1994.
At its best, library research can feel like magic.

With just a few keystrokes, you can find almost anything you’re looking for, no matter how obscure. Better still, you can often access it instantly, without having to set foot inside the actual library. The laptop is your library, without all those pesky stairs to climb or stacks to search.

But let us assure you, providing online access to millions of books, journals, and other media is anything but magic. And people are often surprised by how much it costs. So we thought it would be fun to test your knowledge of the business of knowledge, so to speak. Take our short quiz and see how much you know about the true cost of all that information at your fingertips—and learn more about what the Duke University Libraries are doing to keep it affordable.

*Turn the page for the answers.*

---

Which costs more?

a. What Duke pays for one year of access to a package of online journals published by the academic publishing giant Elsevier.

b. Your own private hundred-acre island in the Bahamas.
Which costs less?

a. Duke’s annual subscription to Web of Science, a database that provides reference and citation data from academic journals, conference proceedings, and other documents in various academic disciplines.

b. A four-year undergraduate degree from Duke, paying full tuition.

How many times would a family of four have to go out to the movies to equal the cost of a subscription to Academic Video Online, a database of streaming films available through the Duke University Libraries?

a. 150
b. 500
c. 1,000

Multiplication time! How much more expensive is it for Duke to subscribe to a scientific journal like *Nature* than it is for you to subscribe as an individual?

a. 10 times
b. 25 times
c. 75 times

How many times would a family of four have to go out to the movies to equal the cost of a subscription to Academic Video Online, a database of streaming films available through the Duke University Libraries?

This textbook is required for one of the largest lecture classes at Duke and costs around $175 at the campus bookstore. Which would cost more?

a. Giving away a print copy of the textbook to every student who takes organic chemistry at Duke for the next ten years.

b. Purchasing the e-book version of the textbook and letting students access it through the library for one year.
a.

For just about $2 million, you can own a little slice of paradise in the Bahamas’ Exuma Cays—or, if you prefer, a big slice of a research library’s collections budget.

Elsevier is one of a handful of for-profit corporations that control most of the academic journal market. Like cable TV providers, these companies push libraries to purchase “Big Deal” bundles of journals, only a small percentage of which receive the majority of use.

Over the last two years, library staff across Duke have been working to renegotiate these “Big Deal” journal packages. We’ve been scrutinizing each journal title with an eye on usage, price, cost-per-use, relevance to Duke’s research profile, journal impact factor, volume of articles authored by Duke researchers, and more factors. All told, those efforts have saved Duke about $1 million annually. But the rising cost of academic journals, concentrated in the hands of a few profit-driven publishing giants, remains unsustainable.

b.

That’s right. A Duke education isn’t cheap, especially if you’re paying full freight. But you can still get one for less than what we pay annually for some scholarly databases.

Ongoing subscriptions to electronic resources make up approximately two-thirds of our total library collections budget, a percentage that has been steadily rising over time. That means fewer dollars available to spend on print materials and other resources library users expect us to have.

c.

The skyrocketing price of academic journals is most noticeable in the sciences, where access to the latest information is crucial and certain high-profile journals carry enormous influence.

For researchers in these disciplines, having an article accepted by a prestigious journal like Nature can lead to promotions, grant funding, and attention from the mainstream media. As a result, competition among scientists to publish in such high-impact journals is fierce. Also as a result, journals like Nature command the highest institutional subscription fees.

The Duke University Libraries have long been strong proponents of open access publishing. Through a variety of funding and publishing models, Duke researchers can increasingly make their publications, data, and other research outputs freely available to anyone to read and use, without a paywall, resulting in increased reach and impact for Duke research, and benefits to the world at large. Free and unfettered access to academic research is critical to a healthy and open society. To learn more about specific ways we’re working to increase open access to Duke research and promote a more equitable scholarly publishing ecosystem, visit scholarworks.duke.edu.
Everyone loves the convenience of streaming video—including us! Streaming videos take up zero shelf space, can be “checked out” and viewed by many people at once, and check themselves back in with no reshelving or handling required. But providing broad-based access to streaming video is costly.

It’s not as simple as signing up for a Netflix or Hulu account and sharing it with everyone at Duke. Instead, libraries work with specialized vendors who license film content or provide subscriptions. In some cases, we’re able to license films directly ourselves. Contrary to what you might think, educational and documentary films are usually more expensive to purchase or license than commercial blockbusters.

As of this writing, there are over 100,000 streaming video titles available to Duke users through the Libraries—far more than you can find on any popular commercial streaming service.

tip question!

Although many print textbooks are available as e-books (including this one), textbook publishers often won’t sell them to libraries—or else strictly limit how many people can use them at one time.

We can’t buy the e-book version of this required course material and make it easily available to all Duke students enrolled in the course at any price. It’s just another example of how the academic publishing market doesn’t align with the mission of higher education or the interests of students.

To reduce the burden of textbook costs for our student population, the Duke University Libraries have for a number of years purchased print copies of the textbooks for the 100 largest courses on campus and let students check them out for a few hours at a time. We also encourage students to donate their textbooks to the Libraries at the end of the year, so that future students can check them out for free.

When asked about library services that are important to them, 39 percent of Duke undergraduates list our “Top Textbooks” program as important, which means it ranks just below core services like printing, reservable rooms, and in-person assistance at a service desk. It’s just one small way we’re working to make a Duke education more affordable for all.

Thanks to the University of Virginia Library for the inspiration behind this quiz.
Couldn’t Have Said It Better

We recently asked some of the newest members of our Library Advisory Board to express in their own words why the Duke University Libraries are personally important to them and worthy of support. Here’s what they shared.

When I was in third grade, I made it my goal to read every book in my small town’s public library. However, after I finished binging my way through Nancy Drew, The Hardy Boys, and The Bobbsey Twins, I ventured beyond the children’s floor and was disheartened to discover additional floors with an unfathomable number of books—most of which were not about adolescent crime solvers. Despite that setback, I did not let the revelation that I would never be able to read all the books in a library get in the way of my love of libraries. It has been both an honor and a natural progression of my love of libraries to join the Duke Library Advisory Board. Just like my third-grade revelation, I have been awestruck by the complexity, enormity, and sheer quality and quantity of the resources of the Duke Libraries. Duke’s world-class libraries have over 8 million volumes in their collection, almost 3 million e-books, and hundreds of thousands of e-journals. That’s a real inspiration for all bibliophiles.

KAREN CHRISTENSEN SHAFFER T’89
While working on my book on the racial history of Duke in the Sixties, I spent countless hours in the Duke University Archives. I saw that capturing the complex story I wanted to tell would have been impossible if not for the passion and commitment of University Archives staff over the decades. I joined the Library Advisory Board because the Libraries are at the center of Duke’s ongoing anti-racism work. The Libraries are deeply committed to this work, and I love the opportunity the LAB gives me to support those efforts.

THEODORE D. SEGAL T’77

The Libraries were always a special place on campus during my time at Duke. Far beyond just a place to find a book and do research, the Libraries are the heart and hub of Duke student campus life. Whether meeting friends for a study group or catching up over coffee at von der Heyden, the Libraries were that place where I spent so much of my time outside of class. So when trying to figure out how to get more involved in Duke, I loved the idea of being part of the Library Advisory Board. Learning how the faculty and staff work with the entire university to make this place grow and continue to be at the center of student life has been so interesting and rewarding, especially as I’ve seen the Lilly Library renovation process unfold. On top of that, the board is a very interesting and eclectic group of people who just love Duke—like myself!

KATIE WITTEN T’08

Over three generations, my family has logged countless hours in Duke’s libraries. While there are parts of the Libraries that are timeless, the experience for each generation differed from that of the generation before. Libraries need to be fluid and evolving, both in what they offer and in the surroundings that they provide. By supporting Duke Libraries both financially and with my input on the Library Advisory Board, I hope to help ensure the vibrancy of Duke’s libraries for future generations.

ELLEN von der HEYDEN GILLESPIE T’87
Philanthropic support represents the foundation on which Duke’s world-class library system is built. It would be impossible to sustain the caliber of collections and services we provide without the help of many generous and loyal donors listed here. Thank you!

$1,000,000+
James* and Mary* Siedow

$100,000–$999,999
Anonymous
R. Alfred and Elizabeth Brand
Ann WC'65 and James T'65 Curry
James L. and Ann Q. Curry Family Fund
Michael T'91 and Erica Danowitz
Duke University Athletics
Richard T'73 and Patricia N'74 Jones
Jones Family Foundation
Eli and Deborah Lilly
Ruth Lilly Philanthropic Foundation
Peter* T'64 and Virginia WC'64 Nicholas

$50,000–$99,999
Liane Brandon
Chargot LLC
Consumer Reports, Inc.
Harry Harkins T'73 and John Garger
John and Kelly Hartman Foundation
John T'61 and Patricia Koskinen
Robert Laughlin T'68 and Susan Watson
Laughlin Charitable Fund
Ronald G'66 G'69 and Mary Marcello
Christine Moog and Benoît Helluy
Margaret T77 and Robert Reiser
Kirkwood Roland T02
Amalie Rothschild
James T'81 and Elizabeth T'81 L'85 Schiff
Robert C. and Adele R. Schiff Family Foundation
Ellen von der Heyden Gillespie T'87 and James Gillespie
Karl T'62 and Mary Ellen von der Heyden
Robert Windeler T'62

$25,000–$49,999
James T'87 and Anne T'89 Blitch
Merilee T'62 and Roy T'62 Bostock
Bostock Family Charitable Foundation
Sara WC'65 and Bruce Brandaleone
Dean Brenner T'82 and Robin Shaffert
Susan Callaway T'84 G'93
Gretchen Fish WC'68
Jeffrey T'76 M'80 and Nancy N'78 Giguere
Giguere Family Foundation
Jan Hall T'73
Matthew Jones T'09
James Lader G'75
Ralph T'83 and Nina Levene
Rob T'82 L'85 and Ann Moxley
David Rubenstein T'70
Jeanne T'89 and Robert Savitt
Savitt Family Foundation
Theodore Segal T'77 and Joyce Wasserstein
Laurene T'78 and Scott Sperling
Sperling Family Charitable Foundation
Victoria T'85 and Daniel Waters
Waters Family Foundation
Kathryn T'08 and Alexander T'05 Witten

$10,000–$24,999
Tarang T'87 B'91 and Hirni Amin
Tarang and Hirni Amin Family Fund
Zachary T’09 and Jessica T’09 Stiefler
William T’78 and Dorothy Trotter
John UyHam T’93 and Kirsten Travers-UyHam G’96 G’98
UyHam Foundation
Michael T’03 and Ellen Vrana
Michael Walsh M’92 and Jane Sung M’92
Mary Ward T’77
Barbara Washburn WC’64 and
William Murphey
Alan Weinhouse
Tracey Weiss T’77
Ryan Welsh T’05 and Irka Templetton T’06
James West
David Whalin T’69
George T’84 and Anne T’84 White
Norma G’65 and Richard White
Anne Widmark
Sterly Wilder T’83
Charles T’71 and Ashley Wile
Richard and Barbara Williams
Sue Williams
Linda Wilson T’88
Virginia WC’62 G’63 G’75 and
Gerald D’61 G’68 Wilson
Thomas Witelski
John T’62 M’66 and Louise N’65 Witthausperson
Xi Yang G’00 and Lin Sin
Lewis T’80 and Donna Yobs
James T’75 and Margaret Young
Katherine Yunker T’78 and Charles Yeomans
Jillian Ziarko T’09 B’10
Linda Zucaro WC’63

$100–$499

Trudi Abel and Noah Pickus
Andrew Adam T’84
John Adle T’84
James and Jane Agee
Andrew T’06 and Medora T’06 L’12 Akers
Betsy Alden-Rutledge WC’64 and
Mark Rutledge
Audrey Alenson
Emily Almas T’06
Kerby Altmann T’68
Allison T’09 and Paul Ambler
Ambler Family Giving Fund
Andrea Andersen G’71
Bryan Anderson T’83 and Melissa
Plotsky T’83
Mary Ann Armstrong G’89 G’95
Kenneth Arnold T’81
Mary Lou Athearn
Samuel Atlee T’73
Donna Atwood WC’62
Sonya Badgian
Tara Bahn T’98
Katherine T’10 and Christopher
Bakotic
Bank T’78
Roger T’64 G’68 and Jean Barr
Bradley T’79 and Elizabeth T’81 Bartholomew
Jacqueline Bacsetta T’12
Nicole Basile T’94 and Daniel Kapp
Stephen and Dori Bayer
Betsey Beamish WC’56
Kyle Beardsley
Ronald T’71 and Christine Becker
Tess Benjamin
Sylvia Bennett
Kathryn Berenson
Samuel Berger T’17
Donna Bergholz
Richard and Anne Berkley
Elizabeth T’77 and Gary L75 Berman
Bradley and Susan Berndt
Sarah Berndt T’15 and Scott Levine T’15
Nitya Bhalla T’08
Seun T’05 and Livia T’05 Biedermann
David Bier
Catherine Bersack T’81
Douglas T’66 and Connie WC’68
Bischoff
Andrew Blackburn T’06
Elizabeth Blackwood T’14
D. Laird Blue T’61 and Jean Macino
James Bock T’87 and Catherine Clark T’87
Rebecca Boehling T’77 and Mark Lipkus
Robert L’65 and Betsy WC’60 Bogle
Michael Bogner T’98
Jack Bonner T’80 and Jessica Bayer
Patricia T’06 and Christopher Bors
Norman T’58 and Karen Bosley
Brian Bouton
Lurina T’04 and Jesse T’04 Bowen
Angela Bowser T’76
Emmy Bragg T’78
Susan Breitzer
Paige Brintron T’15
Brock T’06 and Megan T’07 Brison
Broad Reach Philanthropies
Michael E’96 and Moriah T’96 Brown
Valerie Brown T’91 and Edward
Jolley E’91
Jackson T’70 L’73 and Giuvela
Browning
Leslie Bruning WC’66
Robert T’04 and Alice T’05 Bruns
William T’90 and Elizabeth Buchholz
Thomas Buley T’10
Andrew T’98 and Kathryn Burke
Donald Burkins T’72 and Brigitte
Krause
Elizabeth and Polk Burleson
John Burness and Anne Williams
Renee Burnett D’02 and James Cobl
Blake Brynes T’02 and Heather Hipp T’03
Robert G’65 G’71 and Barbara G’69
Cain
Katherine Callahan T’91 and Mark
Mance T’90
Helen WC’57 and Emerson Carey
Randle T’62 L’65 and Suzanne
Carpenter WC’64
Ruth Carver WC’53
Grant Castleberry
William E’60 G’67 and Mary G’65
Chambers
Vee Chandler
Gael T’74 and J. Smith Chaney
Gael and Smith Chaney Fund
Patrick Charbonneau
Allan Charles T’63
Pamela Chatstein and James Jarvis
Pradyumna G’70 and Vijay Chauhan
Sean Chen
Kathy Choi T’09 and Douglas
Mansfield
Sungyun Choi T’07
Jonathan B’99 and Doreen Chou
Benjamin Clark T’63
Bari Claster T’09
D. David L’65 and Michelle Cohen
Harvey H’67 H’71 and Sandra Cohen
Sylvia Cohn
Cohn Family Fund
Joseph T’74 and Elena Colahan
Robert and Elizabeth Cole
Maame Coleman T’01
Macey Colvin
Eddie G’71 and Roberta G’74 Cone
Peter T’75 and Victoria Coogan
Maria Cordon T’90
Charles and Victoria Cork
Anna-Lisa Corrales T’97
Barbara T’82 and Eric G’78 Corwin
Eric and Barbara Corwin Giving Fund
James Covington T’88
Rani Covington WC’71
Alice Craft WC’69
Stephen G’16 and Megan Crain
Carol T’96 and Steven Craner
Caroline Croft
Thelma Crowder WC’56 G’57
John Culbeth T’66
Charles T’69 and Susan Dale
Jesse Davidson M’00 and Ellen
Blatt T’92 M’98
J. Thomas G’66 G’68 and Harriet
Davis
May WC’64 and Carl Daw
Natalie Dawe T’09
Betty WC’55 and John DeCell
Douglas DeLong T’73 and Lynn
Marsh
Mary Denison T’78 and John Clark
John Denton T’05
William T’94 and Patricia Dietz
John G’68 and Mary Ann Dillon
Leslie WC’62 G’63 and Martin Dillon
Robert Dimaio E’12 and Elizabeth
Yeh T’12
Li Ding T’15
Nikola T’92 and Michelle Djuric
Sarah T’03 and Matthew Dollacker
Sarah Doom T’18
Courtney Douglas T’12
Kathryn Downs WC’72
Beth Doyle
Jenet Drucker WC’62
John and Elaine Druesedow
Katherine Dyrland and Alexandra Dugan
Brian Dunn B’78
Lawrence H’88 and Elizabeth Dunn
Chesley Durgin T’03 and Lauren
Moomjian T’03
Joan Durso
J. Blake Dwyer T’16
Nancy T’75 and Mark Dysart
David Eck G’13 and Mary Ward
B. Williams T’74 and Charles G’76 Ellerton
Martin T’73 and Wendy Ellis
Jessica T’86 and Lawrence Enzenbaum
David Estes G’80
Donald T’74 L’77 and Dalby T’76 Etheridge
Susan WC’65 and C. Allan Eure
Wilson E’61 and Claire WC’62 Farrell
Louis Faustino
Anatoly Fedorko G’15
Weiwei Feng and Scott Huang
Melissa Fernley T’08
David Ferriero and Gail Zimmerman
Thomas T’76 and Mary Fetherston
Sara T’93 and Joel Fidler
Anne T’87 and James Fiero
Carolyn Fishman T’16
Eugene Flamant
Jennifer Fleischer
Arline Fonda WC’62 G’63
Jeffrey E’11 and Michelle Forte
Barbara Fox WC’61
Debbie Fox D’79
Leonardo Franco T’04
Harrickte Frank WC’64
Rachel Frankel T’84
Claire Fraser
Pamela Fraser-Walters WC’64 and Ronald
Walters
William Freeman G’66
Brian Fried T’02
Brian Fried T’13
Simia Fried T’04
Douglas Friedman T’07
John and Nancy Friedman
Deborah Fritz T’71 G’75
Donald M’85 H’91 and Karen M’86 H’90
Frush
Dale Gaddis WC’66
Daniel Gardner T’20
Nikita Gawande T’18
Natalie Geidt T’15
Erika Gerz T’04 and Andy Moriarty
Nancy Gibbs
Mary Gilbert WC’54
E. Stanley T’63 G’68 G’70 and Jeannie
Godbold
Anna and Richard Goettel
Lauren T’08 and Reuben T’09 Goetzl
Nancy Goodwin WC’58
Valerie Goodwin T’98
Cheryl WC’66 and John E’65 Goody
Susannah Gora-Abella T’99 and Zachary
Abella
Karl Gottschalk B’83 G’89 and
Dorothy Pugh
Elizabeth Graham* WC’51
Anne T’83 and Fabio Grandi
Eric Greenberg T’05
Holly T’04 and Blair Greenberg
Avril Greene T’91
Jonathan T’03 and Laura T’05 Greene
Robert and Margaret Greer
Katherine T’07 and Conor Griff
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Daniel Griffin G’14 G’15
Mina Grotzky G’73
Emma Gruber T’17
Mayer Gruber T’65
John T’61 and Chiquita WC’61
Guglielmi
Michael Guglielmi and Leigh Marquess
Kristina T’00 and Radha Gundayala
David Guy T’70 G’77
Elisabeth Hahn T’06 and Seth
Emma Gruber T’17
Caroline Hartley T’06
Carol and Victor Hasselblad
Christine T’05 and Justin Hall
Dawn Hall WC’71
Margo Halle
Dylan Hamilton T’10
Marie Hammond WC’72
Richard T’60 G’66 G’66 and
Judith G’68 Hansen
Herbert T’60 and Margaret G’60
Harrell
John T’59 G’65 G’70 and Sandra
Harrington
Thomas T’68 L’71 and Polly Harris
George T’74 and Elizabeth Harrison
Caroline Hartley T’06
Daniel Harvey T’09
Kendra T’95 and Mike Haskins
Carol and Victor Hasselblad
Lindsey Harkov T’08
Mary WC’67 and James T’67 Hayes
Peter Heisler T’10
Douglas Henne and Hyun Kwon
Elizabeth Hensen T’06
Lynn Herrick WC’63
Marian Henssman T’81
Marc T’69 and Barbara Hillson
Jonathan Ho T’12
Jeffrey Hocker
Dracine Hodges
Stephen Hoffius T’75
William T’89 and Stephanie Hoffman
David Hollar T’97
Paul Holmer T’10 and Griffin Knight
Parma Holt G’64
Lisa T’87 and J. Campbell Hough
Susan Houser
John T’72 L’75 and Regina Howell
Norman Hoyte G’58 G’60
Alexandra Hult T’18
Heidi Hullinger T’04 and James
Martin T’02
James Martin and Heidi Hullinger
Fund
Florence Humphrey T’87 and Harry
Kennedy
Larry E’80 and Stephanie Hunt
Walter Hunt T’89 and Heidi Warriner
Donald E’13 and Natalie T’14 Husa
Jeremy Hushon L’97 and Jennifer
Biggs T’94
Gina Ireland T’08
Sarasvati Ishaya
Michelle Jablons T’10
Mary WC’60 and Robert Jacobson
Ronald Jarrell T’57 and Jean
Flanagan Jarrell
Quan Jin T’10 and Shiyu Guo
Mildred Johnson WC’58 G’94
J. Trent and Cecile Jones
Margaret Jones WC’66
Mary WC’68 and Herschel Jones
Timothy Jones
Sarah WC’66 and Thomas Juntrone
Brooke Kahn T’12
Constance T’85 and Sotiri Karides
Lucy T’79 and Carl Karlsson
Siobhan Kattago
Jordan Kaylor T’08
Zachary Kazazz T’10
Melanie T’87 and Stephen Keefe
Michael Keel E’08
Laura Keeley T’11
Alicia WC’53 and John Keiler
Sarah Kellam T’76
Betsy WC’68 and J. Roger Kelly
Dennis Kelly
Nicole T’01 and Rob Kempton
Michael T’80 and Lori T’81 Ketcham
Amir Khan T’04
Juliana Khoe T’88
Steven T’78 G’83 and Katherine T’78
King
Suzan Kister
Raymond T’68 and Carol Klaus
Kathryn Klibanoff T’92 and Jeremy
Pierotti
Kevin Klock T’01 and Teresa
Klock-Taube
Michael Knauss T’98 and Joy Kim
Kevin T’85 B’86 and Margaret T’85
Knight
Sara Kobosow T’84
David T’79 and Ann Koch
Sarah Koellner
Lynne and Richard Kohn
Michael Koslow T’79 and Denise
Donahue
Robert T’05 and Samantha T’08
Koslow
Khalid Kurji T’05
Elizabeth Ladner T’05
Stanford and Sandra Ladner
Vicki Lamb G’92
Michael T’71 and Marjorie WC’72
Lancaster
Berkeley G’71 G’75 and Margaret
Latimer
Caroline Latta T’13
Charlene Laughlin WC’68
Bryan Lawson T’21
Patrice LeClare WC’68 G’90 G’93
Alex Lee T’11
Chun Lee
Phoeb and Chao Lee
Virginia Lee
Emily Lees G’74 G’75
Mingwei Lei T’12
Banks Leonard
Richard T’76 and Phoebe T’95
Letcher
Alexander Levy T’11
Raquel Levy T’18
Spencer Levy T’21
Charles Lin E’01 G’02
Nan Liu
John Little and Elizabeth Wintersmute
Leland Little
Robert and Dana Little
Emily Lohr L’03 B’03 and Marc
Feltrain
Jonathan Long
David T’88 and Elizabeth Lorry
Leta and Roger Lyon
Lindsay G’64 G’68 and Liang Hong
Mary Lucas WC’64 and J. Kenneth
Boggs
Emily Lumpkin T’06
Lindsey Lyons T’12
Nancy MacKerrow WC’59
Donald G’69 G’70 and Sara Maddox
Jordan Maffey T’06 B’12
Avinash Malleshwary
Francois Malherbe L’09
Julie Maloney
Larisa Martin T’01
Elsie Mason
Sarah Masters T’76
Abigail Mathieson T’13
Clare Matchett L’04
Paul T’74 and Roberta T’75 Matthews
Susan Matthews T’00
Barbara N’82 and Todd McCallister
Stephen McConnell and Ashley
Teatum
Pope L’84 and Wendy McCorkle
Wendy and Pope McCorkle III Fund
Thomas and Linda McCarthey
Kevin McDonough T’80
Timothy and Andrea McGeary
Brendan McGill T’00
Sally McIntyre WC’67
James and Maribeth McGuire
Andrew T’86 and Letitia McIlwraith
Fred McIntrye E’59
James McKeeth E’60 G’62 G’69
Robert T’00 and Anne T’00 McWaters
Neil McWilliam and Olga Grlic
Lee Melchionni T’06 and Leah Young
Charles Menzel T’77 and Jane Gagne
Jennifer T’88 and James Merlis
Victor and Denise Method
Christopher Meyer WC’71
Miriam T’03 and Roy Meyering
Charles Middleton G’67 G’69 and John
Greary
Sam and Sheila Miglarese
Mark T’84 and Jacqueline T’87 Miltitolo
Eleanor Miller WC’71
Grayson T’65 and Nancy Miller
Margaret Miller T’08
Merrill Miller
Paul T’85 and Adrienne Miller
Leonora Minai G’21
Anuradha Mishra T’05
Jimmie and Connie Modlin
Marcus Molchan E’12
Stephanie T’95 and Charles Moleski
Sheila Monnet G’70
Megan Montgomery T’06
David Morgenstern T’08
Michael Morris T’13 E’16
Jerry D’70 and Janie Morris
Leilie Morrison T’12 B’13 and Andrew
Brodeur T’12
J. Diane Mowrey G’73 G’80
Kimberly T’06 and Jonathan Murphy
Andrew Nadell M’74 and Eleanor Ramsey
Michelle WC’66 and Peter Neal
Robert and Vicki Nebes
Francis Neelon H’63 H’64 H’70
Jillian Nelson T’10
Naomi Nelson T’88
Robert T’62 and Anne Nelson
John G’78 and Sally G’85 Newell
Katherine Newsom T’96
Randall T’83 and Darby Nichols
Nicholas T’06 and Almina T’06 Nickerson
Carrinie T’06 and Joseph Nicosia
Martin November T’86 and Annah Abrams
Dewitt E’76 and Susan T’76 Nunn
Dennis Nuxoll T’95
Caryn O’Connell
Jenny T’07 and Kyle T’07 O’Donnell
Peter T’59 and Carolyn Olejar
Lisa O’Neal T’90 G’94 and Matthew Holt
Alia Ong T’07
David Owen
Erik T’94 and Leslie T’94 Owens
Michael T’68 and Catherine Packard
Chandra Shekar T’07 and Indu Padmanabhan
David Pancott G’70 G’77 and Dupe Franklin
James M’76 and Teyazana Parsons
Douglas and Mary Pearce
Chere Peck T’76
Daniel Pellegrino T’14

LES TODD
Alexandra Hauspurg T’10
Ye He and Yongmei Liu
Geoffrey T’91 and Laura Hendrick
Carolina Herrera T’19
Jeralia Hesse
Jane WC’65 and Charles Hessler
Audrey Hillyard T’89 and Vincent Desiderioscioletti
Jeffrey Ho T’17
Henry T’06 and Seraphim Hoffman
Virginia WC’72 and Charles Horner
Jonathan T’96 and Patricia T’95
Hudson
Jane Hughes T’89 and Kurt Hel
Sean Hyberg E’11
Brian Itami T’07
James Jacobs M’96
Ankit Jain E’12 and Sneha Shah T’12
Deborah and James Jenson
James T’73 and Marjorie Johnson
Kenneth and Jean Johnson
Jacob J Junc T’07
Michael Kaelin T’15
Ashley Kane T’09
Katarina Kern T’22
Kraig T’10 and Emily T’10 Knas
Sejal Kathodia T’08
Richard Kunst
Darren Laverne T’95
Kam Lee T’84 and Kirk Smith
Michael Lee E’15
William and Polly LeFevre
Charlotte Leonard G’92 G’97
Theodore Leonard T’15 L’20
Elissa Lerner T’08
Ian Li E’11 and Brenton Halsey T’11
Vivian Li T’16
Joseph Lichtenberger T’07
Zhitoa Luo T’10
Timothy T’10 G’11 and Elizabeth T’10
MacArthur
Anna Mann T’12
Ralph T’65 and Nancy Mann
Jaisal Marwala E’14
Alexandra Martin T’17
Madison Mastrangelo T’19
Nancy May
John McGee
Mallory McLaughlin T’11
Caroline Mecom WC’61
Joan Mellont* WC’45
Paul Menge G’70
Meredith Metcalf T’09
Judith N’60 and Gordon T’58 Meyer
Thomas Meyer E’04
Robert Miller T’64
Christopher Mohrman T’91
Ruth Montague G’00
Julian Morgan T’17
Kenneth Morgan
Kenneth Barry Morgan Charitable Fund
Stephanie Morgan T’98 and Thomas Arsenault
Hunter Moricle E’71
Dwight Morris T’70
Alexa Mosle T’19
Marie Moyle T’14
Francis Newton
Lauren Niculescu T’13 B’18 and
Andrew Moore T’12
Paul Nielsen T’62
Curtis Noc T’75 and Luz Blandon
Julie Nye T’74
Taturo Ogisu T’85
Nathan Orgill G’09
Miles and Mary Palmer
Elysia Pan T’13
Anastasia Parasta T’22
Benefit Parfit T’17
J. Robert Passmore
Sejal Patel T’03
Meryl Patten
Laurie Patton
Peggy Payne WC’70 and Bob Dick
Laura Peet T’08
Seth Pelletier
Joline Perkins
Slava Petrava T’08 B’19
Gray Plunkett T’79
Erika Porterfield T’91
Boon Quek T’09
Nina Radakovich T’74 and Thomas Pocock
Marilyn WC’62 and Reuben Rainey T’60
Alein Ramji T’07
Susan T’87 and Olivier Randoing
Elizabeth Reese T’12
Barbara Renner
Megan Renn T’09 and Theodore Watt
Rachel Rosenthal T’03 and Joshua Packman
Matthew Ruben T’92
John Rudin T’66 and Harriet Tisdell
Barbara T’76 and Richard T’76 Rumor
Louis Ruprecht T’83 G’85
Judith WC’65 and Jim Russell
Roshan Sadanani E’12
Jacqueline Samples
Mary T’05 and Robert T’05 Samuel
Lynn Saville WC’71 and Philip Fried
Michael Savitt T’18
William Scheider E’13
Susan WC’58 and Frank Schmaltz
Steven Schmulenson T’10 L’13
Patrick Schutz T’16
Anita Scopp Mardakuke
Alexander Service T’11
Catherine Shreve
Richard Shryock T’74 and Paola Ciardi
Liana Silves T’76
Barrett T’82 and Nancy Silver
Scott Simmons T’79
Mary Simpson T’84
Nandita Singh T’16
Joseph Sitter
Anne E’09 and Kyle Sloan
Chandler Smith T’72 F’75 and Holly Kingsland
Eric Smith G’77
Sarah Smith WC’66
Walter Smith T’69
Megan Sparks T’09
Charles T’82 and Luci Squires
Samantha Stach T’09
Alexis Steinhibler T’15
Priscilla Stewart T’89
Kristine Stiles
April T’97 and J.C. Strickland
Sara Sumner T’87
Allison Thawley T’10
Eric T’02 and Yvette Thompson
Stephanie T’91 and James Thompson
Ann Thurston
Stephen Timlik T’70
Breena Tisano T’13
Marjorie WC’57 and Russell Tuck
Frances Tung T’01
Morgan Tuttle T’09
Lynn VanderKriensh T’14
Kathleen T’89 and William Vaughan
James G’73 and Nancy Vest
Catherine Villareal T’10
Margaret Wainwright
Susan Walker T’73
Laura T’83 B’87 and Michael Wallace
Jenny Walters T’13
Xiao Wang T’12
Frank T’64 and Elizabeth Warder
Ashley Warnock
Mari Warren T’13
Robert T’61 and Linda Waters
Eileen Weiss
Janaki Wickramasinghe
John Williamson T’17
Paul Winterhoff T’73 and Caroline Lentz
George Witte T’82 and Kristin Bluvemel
Jean WC’66 and R. Curt Wittig
Frederick T’08 and Sarah T’08 Woelfel
David Wong and Laura Weitsberg
Eugenia Wu B’10
Kristie Yang E’14
Fang Yin and Li Sun
Madeline Yeh E’17
Sayed Zakharenko T’16
Paul Zarian T’10
Lisa Zennick T’86
Johnny Zhao T’12
John Zeliskowki T’58
Stuart Zipper T’73
Stuart and Hilary Zipper Charitable Fund

Duke University Libraries
Heritage Society Members

The Heritage Society of Duke University honors alumni, parents, and friends who have included Duke in their estate plans or have made another type of planned gift to Duke.

Mary Beth T’84 G’75 and Frank G’75
Almeda
Herschel Anderson T’54
Jean Baker WC’41
Patricia Baugh
Philip Bayer T’73
Catherine Biersack T’81
James T’87 and Anne T’89 Blich
Liane Brandon
Dean Brennan T’82 and Robin Shaffer
Bruce E’61 and Jerry WC’62 Chappell
Michael T’73 and Elisa Decker
Jane Edgerton WC’67 and Thomas Reckford

Stefanie T’90 and David Faris
Gretchen Fish WC’68
Susan Fraysse T’73 and Ronnie Page
Jan G’03 and John French
Eileen Friday WC’59
Pauline Gaffney
David T’57 and Anne Genter
John T’66 and Lynn Grisby
George Grody T’81
Patricia G’56 and Ira T’55 Gruber
Victoria WC’68 and William T’68 Guy
Thomas Hadzor and Susan Ross
James T’61 and Virginia Hale
Jan T’73
Karen Hammett T’74
Harry Harkins T’75 and John Garger
John T’59 and Sandra Harrington
Edie G’69 G’74 and Myron G’68 Hedlin
Rita DiGiallonardo Holloway
Frederic Jennes T’72 and Helen Reed
Elizabeth T’79 and Ethan Johnson
Joseph J Junc T’77 G’78
Joanne N’70 and James G’69 Judd
Sarah Kellam T’76
Nicole T’01 and Rob Kempton
Kevin Klock T’01 and Teresa Klock-Taube
James Lader G’75
Robert Laughlin T’68 and Susan Watson
Karen Littlefield T’73 and Bruce McCrea
Alton G’70 G’73 and Demetria Lotiris
David T’68 and Suzanne Manning
Ronald G’65 G’69 and Mary Marcello
Janice WC’66 and Robert Mazur
Linda McGrane N’62
Robert Melton T’73 G’74 and Victor Cardello
Sam and Sheila Migliarese
Elizabeth Mushak WC’61
Ellen WC’65 and N. James Myerberg
Dewitt E’76 and Susan T’76 Nunn
Jean O’Barr
Suzanne Porter
Barbara Prillaman G’05
William T’77 and Susan T’79 Reinhardt
Barney Rickenbacker
Kira Rosoff T’05 and David Heller
Edward Samuel T’71
Tatiana Smith T’06
Deborah Spears G’87
George Taylor G’92
Martha Kay Thorup WC’63
Richard and Barbara Williams
Catherine Zilber T’89

B  Business
D  Divinity
E  Engineering
F  Forestry
G  Graduate School
H  House Staff
L  Law
M  Medicine
N  Nursing
T  Trinity
WC  Woman’s College
*  Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this list. If you note any error or omission, please bring it to the attention of Blue Dean at 919-660-5940 or blue.dean@duke.edu.
Among the millions of items in our collections are these 15 and 20 shilling notes from colonial Delaware printed by founding father Benjamin Franklin. (Long before he became the face of a hundred smackeroos.)

Dating to 1746, these bills circulated right up to the American Revolution. But they’re revolutionary in their own right. According to one noted numismatist (say that three times fast), “The early paper money of America has the unique distinction of being the first paper money issued by any government in the Western World. No country, state, or colony in Europe had made a prior issue of publicly sponsored paper money.”

WHO STILL CARRIES CASH? WE DO.

Whaddya know?

They’re not much to look at. Just tiny scraps of yellowed paper. But it’s the seemingly small things that are vital to document and understand, so we can build on what is already known and make our own discoveries.

Every item in our collections has the potential to educate and inspire. With your support, we can do just that. You can bank your Benjamins on it. Thank you for your interest in and support of the Duke University Libraries.
Every gift has an impact.

Your financial contribution directly supports scholarly growth, intellectual curiosity, and life-changing research at Duke.

Make a gift to the Libraries Annual Fund today. Please visit: gifts.duke.edu/library